
Project Sherpa



Inspiration
When we approached North Face we wanted to think 
about what technologies were interesting and creating 
deeper connection. Where technology helped to heighten 
a real experience. Those key technologies in our mind 
were the following: Concierge, Beacons, and Drones. 



Your Own Sherpa
The Sherpa user opens their app to see their Sherpa conversation. They can also 
see upcoming trips, saved tips/recommendations, and their “engagement” section 
which is unlocked once on-site with partner locations. The growth of concierge 
focused products where a user can interact with someone in real-time around needs 
is something we see the North Face community really benefiting from. The need for 
often detailed yet personal information lends the Sherpa app to be the perfect 
conduit for these interactions. 







Lily Drone
Any top tier North Face VIPerk member will always be interested in the latest and 
greatest gear. We want them to have access to some of the best. Once they’ve 
checked into their room they’ll have their own Lily Drone available for the duration of 
their stay. The partnership will allow Lily to get more visibility into their product while 
providing the North Face user an incredible opportunity to capture incredible aerial 
photos and videos. They can even order their own Lily after their stay for future trips 
or just a better high tech selfie. 





Heightened Trail
Beacons have become a very well discussed product over the last few years as it relates to in-store 
experiences. As it still struggles to find it’s place, we feel it could add incredible value to the Sherpa App. 
The beauty of these little devices is that they are pretty weather resistant and require nothing more than 
batteries. The Sherpa app can cache all content while the user’s smartphone is online at the hotel/lodge 
or while the customer is still in civilization. That way if their location has bad mobile reception the 
Bluetooth can still trigger the experiences as the customer approaches the beacon. The experience 
allows the customer to see tips left by others as well as leave tips of his/her own for others to see.  





Trail Drop
Drones continue to become commonplace in our society. While the idea of them flying around 
our city centers makes many nervous, the benefit to them in the great outdoors is obvious.  
Things often happen that we can’t plan for when out on a trail. Whether hiking, or on the snow, 
you often forget something minor or wish you had one more of something basic, or you lose 
something once you’ve set out. The Sherpa App will allow users to ping a drone base stationed 
at various outposts, or lodges. The delivery drones can bring Sherpa users a variety of items, 
from a new pair of gloves, poncho, protein bars, bottled water, to Mophie case. This can all be 
done inside the Sherpa App. Creating a truly unique experience for the Sherpa user. 





Thank You
Zemoga


